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Maybe one of the tritest of stock phrases is “count your blessings.” As with many of these
sorts of cliché  terms, we do not really hear it, we discount it as having any appreciable value;
we think of it as mere parrot squawking and not wisdom.  But, I think, there is enormous
wisdom here. And some presumed insight into the default setting of the soul to perceive bad
news over good, to notice what is wrong and not what is right, to find fault and not to find
merit.  We have to create special ceremonies to recognize achievements or to express
gratitude to folks who have worked for a good cause, but no particular effort is needed at all
to point fingers, to grumble about somebody else’s wrongfulness, or to predict disaster.

In one past sermon or another I brought up an image that, interestingly, I found in Tolstoy’s
War and Peace. It wasn’t about war or peace. It was about shoes.  Count Rostov finds
himself in a forced march after Napoleon’s invasion.  He ponders the fact that he is very
uncomfortable, even miserable, but, amazingly, not more so than he was a few weeks before
when he had a pebble in his shoe and had to walk around with it for a while. He wonders if
there is a tendency to “even out” various sufferings to a common level.  Frankly, this is not my
point at all.  This sort of thinking is only possible by a wealthy, spoiled aristocrat.  My point is
that we always notice the pebble in the shoe, but almost never notice the perfectly fitting
shoe.   We almost never notice anything that goes the way we want it to, rather, we notice
that which obtrudes itself, that which is annoying or irritating or interfering.  I will go further: we
enjoy noticing what is wrong, we feel justified to be pissed off, we get a curious satisfaction
from having a reason not to be satisfied.  We may even deliberately go out of our way to find
something wrong just in order to feel that paradoxical joy of misery.

There is that fairly well known German word “Schadenfreude,” joy in suffering, that is used for
the putzes who like to see others suffer.  I would like to joke that it is of course a German
word, but let’s face it, this is a universally human fault.  More to my point, Schadenfreude
should also be understood to be a reflexive quality; we, on some sick level, enjoy our own
suffering. Contrary to Count Rostov, there are very much limits to how much suffering we can
sort of enjoy, but for folks in ordinary circumstances, miserable in the usual ways, there is a
factor of our souls that delights in having a reason to feel unsatisfied, and therefore justifiably
angry. Let’s face it, rage is so much more attractive than depression.  In fact, we can
sometimes alleviate the feelings of depression by getting angry, even angry about our
depression.  Let us keep in mind that our psyches are bewildering four dimensional mazes of
contradictory impulses, motivations, fears, desires and hopes.

I am focusing right now on one strand in this maze that seems particularly harmful: our
relentless negativity. Our “the glass is not even half full pessimism, our “there’s the fly in the
ointment” moodiness, our ”what have you done for me lately” ingratitude.

The tendency to perceive what is wrong far more readily than what is right is a survival
mechanism.  After all, an uneventful stroll in the forest won‘t get us killed, a stroll in which we
are being staked by a saber tooth cat will. But being a survival mechanism is not sufficient
grounds to simply go along with the programing.  Let us be clear: as far as the natural



biological universe is concerned, we have to stay alive long enough to have a kid or two or
eight; after that Nature has no use for us. That’s right: to everybody listening over the age of
thirty or so, every additional year we get beyond that point is, from nature’s view, pure bonus.
And even before that point, Nature has no significant purpose for us beyond survival. 

Nearly everything worthwhile in our lives apart from the sheer eating, breathing, and
reproducing is determined by our own human hearts, by our cultures, and by God’s
mysterious and untrackable input. As far as I am concerned, something being a survival
mechanism is not a good enough reason to give in.  Pain is a survival mechanism too, and
most of us have very distinct limits as to how far we will suffer pain. (And once again, when
we do suffer pain, some hidden, small sick part of ourselves rejoices in our righteous
suffering.)

This natural tendency to focus on that which is wrong is, in the true universe, a universe that
is larger and beyond the mere biological mandate to survive for a while, this sort of attitude, I
repeat, is extremely harmful to us individually and collectively.

Meanwhile, those so-called or suspected simpler souls who count their blessings each day as
regularly as brushing their teeth... those souls tend to be healthier, shinier, and definitely
easier to be with.

Although a victim myself, I have never understood what it is within us that propels us toward a
wallowing in despair, anger and depression.  Of course we are miserable! The external
conditions of existence ensure this internal condition. So why do we also take upon ourselves
misery squared?  Why do we bathe in our misery? Why do we allow ourselves to be
miserable about being miserable? 

Oh, if only we had the spiritual control of the boddhisatva, and rode our misery as a
conveyance.  Yes, a crowded bus or jitney is annoying, but you just get on, go where you are
going, and get off.

Here is my favorite boddhisatva story:  Two monks from a monastary in Rajasthan were
walking a great distance back, after completing a mission.  
They came upon a river that had swollen greatly from the time they last passed it.  The ford
was under rushing water, and only a strong person would dare to cross.  A woman was
weeping, and explained to them that she needed to get home, but was too afraid of the
crossing.  One monk said, “I am truly sorry good woman.  We are forbidden to touch women
and cannot help you.”  The other monk lifted the woman to his shoulders and strode across
the river, putting her down upon the other side. 

The two monks walked several more miles and finally the first one could hold it in no longer:
“How could you have touched her?” he cried.  “Touched who?” the second monk answered.
“That woman at the ford!”  “Woman?  Woman... oh yes, the one I carried across.  Well, I put
her down!  Why didn‘t you?”

In this world things have to be done. Pleasant things, unpleasant things, things ordinarily not
done, but which dire circumstance requires anyway, all sorts of things.  A thinking soul is



certainly superior to a non-thinking soul in general, but amazingly enough, not always.
Sometimes it is time to stop over-thinking, and just get the job done.  In the words of another
boddhisatva, “There is do or not do, there is no try.”

As a fictitious man very much not a boddhisatva once said, “Thus conscience doth make
cowards of us all.”  Sometimes, what we consider to be careful deliberation is just so much
wallowing and whining and procrastinating and avoidance and fear.  Sometimes the mind
must be told to stop behaving like a sullen adolescent and shut up.  And while we roll up our
sleeves for the task at hand, we may wish to focus that wayward mind upon the many, many
ways that our lives are miracles filled with goodness and support and love.

Because they really are. In spite of all that is pulling us down, there is more in our lives that
lifts us up.  It is just so much harder to see.  It takes training and deliberate effort to refocus
our attentions upon the blessings and not on the miserable. May God give us the will to want
to do this.  May God give us the wisdom to teach ourselves how. May God give us the
strength to carry it through. Shanah Tovah.


